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Abstract 

I)c~ign of the feedback LINAC is centered on using the ex- 
llaust fusion reactor plasma at sustained pumping velocity to 
act, as he moving core for the LINAC continuum, interacting 
\vil II c~ontrollcd pulsing current producing the exciting magnctir 
field. The continuous interacting will generate perturbations 
iu tllc imposed magnetic field with subsequent formation of rr- 
gional and intentional boundary layer separation. Electric accel- 
c‘l,;itirlg field will br produced by the magneto-fluid intera.ction 
\q:itll effective dominant role along the downstream region of I?~(~ 
di\,ertor channel, overwhich the arcelerat,ing field is in action. 
‘1‘11~ output accelerated plasma could then be rccylced for ttit.het 
rc~accc~lc~ration or to serve as renewal medium for the acceleration 

The new design concept of feedback LINAC will produce ef- 
fc>c tier iInpact on the acceleration of heavy ion beam in fusion 
wwarch as well as new operational design for linear induction 
arcY~l(~rators. 

1. Introduction (l-4,7,8) 

Conventional designs of linc-ar induction accelerators involve 
tllc, iItilization of fcrromagnrtic core or ferrites material, as well 
as rifrctivr control of the pulsing compensating network required 
in pro\-iding optimal acceleration for heavy ions beam. 

f’roposcd nlodification in the design of linear induction ac- 
cc,lc>rat,or, calls for t,he replacement of solid conventional core 
ionizai ion and with low pressure such as the exhaust plasma of 
tlie ‘Tokamak fusion reactor. 

Previous work carried out by this author identified impor- 
tant steady-state characteristics of the fusion reactor exhaust 
plasnla uutl~ the control of the divertor. Effectiveness of the 
tiivcrtor is based on hr parametric level for the rate of impurity 

reInova from the reactor main zone, tendency of ions return to 
tile main reaction zone through diffusion and the divertor prin- 
cipal effectivcaness role. 

The indicated previous work secured solutions for the opti- 
mal concentration of Helium single ions and their transformation 
to Helium double ions with respect to the divertor effectiveness 
parameter. Conditions of optimal ions concentration include 
opposite equality between He+ and He++ rate of ionization, 
opposite equality of Ht++ rate of ionization and the rate of im- 
purity removal from t,hr main rraction zone and for zero level of 
t,lle parameter for the rate of impurity removal. 

In this paper, the exhaust plasma of the Tokamak fusion re- 
actor is considered as the operating core of the linear induction 
accrlerator, interacting with an applied time varying magnetic 
field produced by a singularity pulsing current. The accelerat,ed 
plasma could then bc feedback to act as tither a recycled moving 
core or to be used a.s working fluid for an AC-MIID induction 
generat,or. 

2. Statement of The Problem (l-8) 

C’o~~crptual design of the linear induction accelerator with a 
moving hot conducting plasma as it core, will generate required 
acc<,lcrating field wit.l;in the plasma boundary layer as well as 
self exhaust continuum from the Tokamak fusion reactor through 
the tlivertor channrl. T11e accelerated plasma will be recycled 
or fed-back for a stable control system. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

3. 

Required to determine: 

Stability aspect for the field of acceleration on the single 
helium ions in the process of feedback, and identification 
of control parameters. 

Stability aspect for the field of acceleration on he double 
helium ions in the process of feedback and identification 
of control parameters. 

Role of the fusion reactor divcrtor to ensure stable field of 
acceleration. 

Divertor Exhaust Plasma Characteristics (1, 2, 4) 

Let, 

nllnz = Concentration forlie+andHe++ 

Lyl = rate ofHle+ions generation 

02 = rate of transformation ofHe+tohe++ 

p = rate of impurity removal from the 

main reaction zone by diffusion 

0 = divertor effectiveness parameter 
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where 

0 = 0, implies perfect divertor role 

0 = 1, implies divertor role 

X = space variable normalized with respect 

to reference diffusion length. 

Solutions for n1 and ~12 obtained earlier are: 

nl 
Ql(Ql+ Q2) 

[(/!I + crz - cq)(op - 2% - cyz + P) + (2a, - ,P - @%4 
n2 

Ql + Qz 2a1 4-w 

og - 2q - a2 + p - ep - 2Ql - a2 + P 

x 

QI(QI + a) 
(OP - 2a, - cl2 + B)(Ql - ffz - P) + Ql(2W - P - w9 

constraints for optimal levels for nl and n2 are: 

a2 = -N, = -)‘3 

p = 0 

4. Field Aacceleration on nl (I, 2, 4) 

Let 

= 

(1) 
= 

(‘4 

(3) 

a, = acceleration along the x orientation direction 6. Conclllsion (1-S) 

and 
71 = nl t 712 

= ,g - $$][$ (4) 

‘Taking the Laplace transform of equation 4 with zero initial COP 
ditions and rearranging, resulting, 

nl(s)= GI 
Ql(S) (1 - G,fb) 

where 

671, -= 
6x (hnk + k2)s + iv1 

~V1 is t,hc value of nl at z = 0 
From equat,ion (5) t.he steady-state level of $ found equal to: 

(1 i 
- = -(k,% + k2)[N t (hn, + k,)l (9) 
nl 

The colltrol feedback system for and is shown below in Fig. 1 
also 

k, = (nl _ Q2 _ p, + [ y@l - p - @!] 
' c)p - 'a, --- (k2 + ,p (10) 

L-2 = N,(Ql t Q2) 
00 - 20, - Q2 + p (11) 

5. Field Acceleration on n2 (1, 2, 4) 

Similar to the procedure of securing the transform function the 
counter part function of is expressed below: 

4s) G2 

- = (1 - G2H2) a2(s) 
where 

(12) 

-P 
G2 = [n1a2 t nz(a2 - P)][%]* 

(13) 

&a* -= 
6X 

;I nla2 + n2(w - $11 

and the steady-state level of z is: 

a2 12[nIQ* + R(Q2 - P)lZ -= 
P3 

(lf4 
n2 

The feedback control system for He++ is shown below in Fig. 2. 

With the field of acceleration as the input signal and the con- 
centration function of Helium ions as the output response in a 
control system with feedback function, resulting models indicate 
the following: 

1. 

2. 

7 I . 

4. 

Control models for both He+ and He++ linking their con- 
centration with respect to the respective acceleration rrp- 
resent systems of the first order. 

Both control system models are physically realizable with 
an eventual finite steady-state ratio of acceleration wit11 
respect to corresponding concentration function. 

Although the feedback function for the He+ and He++ 
control models indicates apparent negative value, the COW 
straints governing optimal ions concentrations, will even- 
tually ensure stable first order control system. 

The feedback control function for both He+ and He++ 
systems is in the first order and proportional to the re- 
spective 3rd order of the concentration gradient. 

5. Three alternative specific control systems could emerge for 
the ultimate goal of optimal levels of concentration for 
Iief and their transformation to He++ depending upon 
which constraint from the fusion reactor divertor may be 
selected, namely 

a2 = -alnonumber (17) 
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cq = -p 
B = 0 

6. Effective direct and feedback control systems for the accel- 
eration and concentration of Ilet+ ions in a linear induc- 
tion acceleration will ensure controlled field of conventional 
accelerators) and smooth operation of the pulsing network. 

7. Controlled field of acceleration in a linear induction accel- 
erator with hot conducting plasma acting as the core with 
feedback, will enhance effective work on heavy ions beam 
encountered in fusion research. 
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